1. **SSLS WLIC Session updates**
   - Final details about participants at SSLS and News Media talking session at WLIC.
   - The ignite talks session will be on Tuesday, July 26th, 11:00 to 12:15 (UTC +1) in Liffey Hall 2, track: Inspire. More information at: [https://iflawlic2022.abstractserver.com/program/#/details/sessions/156](https://iflawlic2022.abstractserver.com/program/#/details/sessions/156)
   - All members were invited to help to translate papers into other languages.
   - Papers will be published into the IFLA Library.

2. **Post-satellite updates**
   - Also Post-Satellite meeting is ready, members who will be at Dublin ask them to assist to the event for support. For those who cannot be at Dublin, ask them to be online.
   - Date of the event: July 30-31, at Dublin City University

3. **RELINDIAL member election results**
   - New members are:
     - Margaret Tarpley
- Rosanna Budelli
- Fabien Vandemarcq
- Vivekanand Jain
- Matti Myllykoski
- Margot Lyon
- Dr. Mohamed Taher
- Lasenta Adriyana
- Anna Cascone

One of the new members should have to organize a reunion at the WLIC, however is very soon and should be wait and should be better to have a virtual session.

4. **Goal updates and moving forward**
   - About the webinar series that we proposed, we didn’t advanced much. So we need to review the Project that is currently uploaded at our website and share with Ekaterina our thoughts: https://www.ifla.org/g/social-science-libraries/projects/

5. **WLIC Business Meetings**
   - Lindsay will send the invitation for business meetings that should be held at WLIC.

6. **Other items**
   - Ekaterina present images that will be released in social media to disclosure the post-satellite event.

**Lindsay Ozburn ended the meeting at 9:43 a.m. MDT.**